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Horizontally adjustable footrest 
controlled by a mechanical system

Hydraulic column 
with rotation, adjustable 
by foot control, mounted 
on a stable round base, also 
available as a fixed height column

Removable gynecology and tray kits (optional)

Anti-slip padding at the front of the seat

Horizontally reclining back
 adjusted by gas-spring

Gutter armrests 
covered with imitation leather 

on lockable ball-joints and 
adjustable rods for total mobility  

and quick positioning

Comfortable and durable wide upholstery  
in M1 anti-fire Boltaflex® imitation leather 
and Bultex®  foam with shape memory, 
available in 30 colors

Durable steel supporting structure and base,  
available in 6 colors

Headrest molded in the backrest

Paper roll holder (optional)

Discover the advantages of the FMBIO®5 blood sampling chair
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Blood sampling stool with 
matching upholstery and foot 

colors
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As a manufacturer of blood sampling chairs we take pride in offering a selection of quality seats to match your requirements.

available as a fixed height column

Removable gynecology and tray kits (optional)

Anti-slip padding at the front of the seat

Horizontally reclining back
 adjusted by gas-spring

on lockable ball-joints and

and quick positioning

Comfortable and durable wide upholstery 
in M1 anti-fire Boltaflex
and Bultex  foam with shape memory, 

Durable steel supporting structure and base, 

Headrest molded in the backrest

Paper roll holder (optional)
Blood sampling stool with 

matching upholstery and foot 

As a manufacturer of blood sampling chairs we take pride in offering a selection of quality seats to match your requirements.
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available as a fixed height column

Removable gynecology and tray kits (optional)

Anti-slip padding at the front of the seat

Horizontally reclining back
 adjusted by gas-spring

on lockable ball-joints and

and quick positioning

Comfortable and durable wide upholstery 
in M1 anti-fire Boltaflex
and Bultex  foam with shape memory, 

Durable steel supporting structure and base, 

Headrest molded in the backrest

Paper roll holder (optional)
Blood sampling stool with 

matching upholstery and foot 

As a manufacturer of blood sampling chairs we take pride in offering a selection of quality seats to match your requirements.

With our wide selection of specialist and general use seats and stools  
you will always be able to find the right chair for you.

In the sampling or examination room our bioleader® stools  
can be color matched to your blood sampling chair  
or examination/gynecology couch. Other types of stools and seats  
can be equipped with a footrest or backrest.

Complement your laboratory installation with quality 
chairs and stools specifically designed for lab use, with 
some models made exclusively for Labelians. These 
seats offer different functions and are durable and 
resistant to cleaning products.

SeatS and StoolS

laMPS

Basic companion to your blood drawing chair, examination 
or gynecology couch, the examination lamp comes in a 
variety of versions. Choose for a LED or halogen light that 
offers optimal illumination of the working area. A large 
choice of mounting accessories and mobile feet allow you 
to configure the lamp at will. Specialist lamps, such as a 
Wood’s lamp, complete our lighting range.

available as a fixed height column

Removable gynecology and tray kits (optional)

Anti-slip padding at the front of the seat

Horizontally reclining back
 adjusted by gas-spring

on lockable ball-joints and

and quick positioning

Comfortable and durable wide upholstery 
in M1 anti-fire Boltaflex
and Bultex  foam with shape memory, 

Durable steel supporting structure and base, 

Headrest molded in the backrest

Paper roll holder (optional)
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Blood sampling stool with 
matching upholstery and foot 

As a manufacturer of blood sampling chairs we take pride in offering a selection of quality seats to match your requirements.



No sampling room is complete without a mobile trolley to 
keep your consumables close at hand. Select one of our 
many models that combine mobility and an optimized  
use of the available space.

Our popular Boby trolleys offer a large storage capacity  
with a very small footprint; the trolley can be pivoted  
upon itself and moved with ease.

It is now also available with a low and a high drawer, 
allowing for the storage of blood collection tubes.

MoBile trolleyS

Several types of open or closed laboratory trolleys with stainless steel, 
plastic or resin shelves can be configured to your needs with additional 
shelves or drawers, side rails for supports, casters. They are sturdy, very 
mobile and easy to clean and disinfect. 
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